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CENTRALISERS OF FINITE SUBGROUPS IN SOLUBLE
GROUPS OF TYPE FPn
D. H. KOCHLOUKOVA, C. MARTI´NEZ-PE´REZ, AND B. E. A. NUCINKIS
Abstract. We show that for soluble groups of type FPn, centralisers
of finite subgroups need not be of type FPn.
1. Introduction
We study stabilizers of finite groups acting on soluble groups of type FPn.
Our interest in this problem derives from the study of groups G of type
Bredon-FPd with respect to the family F of all finite subgroups of G. For
the family F of finite subgroups, the classifying space for proper actions,
denoted by EG, has been widely studied. In particular, Lu¨ck has shown [16]
that G admits a cocompact model for EG if and only if G has finitely many
conjugacy classes of finite subgroups and the stabilizer in G of every finite
subgroup is finitely presented and of type FP∞. Bredon cohomology with
respect to the family of all finite subgroups can be viewed as the algebraic
mirror to classifying spaces for proper actions. Its properties are similar
to those of ordinary cohomology, the mirror for Eilenberg MacLane spaces.
The following result is an algebraic version of Lu¨ck’s result, generalised to
arbitrary d, and serves as the main motivation for this paper.
Theorem 1.1. [14, Lemma 3.1] A group is of type Bredon-FPn if and only
if it has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups and centralisers
of finite subgroups are of type FPn.
Recently it was proved that every virtually soluble group of type FP∞ is of
type Bredon-FP∞ [17]. Here we show that the equivalent statement does
not hold for type FPn using methods from Σ-theory developed by R. Bieri,
J. Groves, R. Strebel and others. Even virtually metabelian groups of type
FPn are not necessarily of type Bredon-FPn. In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we
present two types of examples for which we calculate the homological type
of the centralizers of finite actions. In these examples G is an extension of
A by Q where A and Q are abelian groups with Q of rank n, G is of type
FPn but not FPn+1 and there is a finite group H of order n acting on G.
Furthermore this A has Krull dimension 1 as a ZQ-module. We show that
if H0 is a subgroup of index d in H then CG(H0) is of type FPd but not
FPd+1. In the case when A is of prime exponent, the finite group H of our
examples is cyclic. But in the case when A is torsion-free, H can be any
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finite group which is realisable as a Galois group of a finite extension over
Q. In particular H can be any symmetric group.
In addition to these examples we prove some positive results describing the
finiteness conditions of centralisers of finite subgroups. In particular, we
show in Theorem 3.5 that a metabelian-by-finite group G of type FPn with
finite Pru¨fer rank is of type Bredon FPd for d = !ns ", where s denotes the
upper bound on the orders of the finite subgroups of G (see 3.4). Some
partial results concerning Bredon homological type FPk for soluble-by-finite
groups of finite Pru¨fer rank are included in section 5.
2. Preliminaries on the Bieri-Strebel Sigma invariant
Let G be a finitely generated group. The character sphere S(G) of G is
defined by
S(G) = (HomZ(G,R)! {0})/ ∼,
where R is considered as a group via addition and ∼ is the equivalence
relation where χ1 ∼ χ2 if there is a positive real number r such that rχ1 =
χ2. We write [χ] for the class of χ in S(G) and denote
Gχ = {g ∈ G|χ(g) ≥ 0}.
Note that Gχ is a submonoid of G.
Let Q be a finitely generated abelian group and A be a ZQ-module. The
Bieri-Strebel invariant [5] is defined as
ΣA(Q) = {[χ] ∈ S(Q)|A is finitely generated over ZQχ}.
Complements in the character sphere are denoted as follows:
ΣcA(Q) = S(Q)! ΣA(Q).
We say that A is m-tame as a ZQ-module if whenever [χ1], . . . , [χm] ∈ ΣcA(Q)
we have χ1 + . . . + χm &= 0. The following conjecture was suggested in [2]
after R. Bieri and R. Strebel had already resolved the case m = 2 [5].
The FPm-Conjecture. Let 1 → A → G → Q → 1 be a short exact
sequence of groups with G finitely generated and A and Q abelian. Then G
is of type FPm if and only if A is m-tame as a ZQ-module.
Though the FPm-Conjecture is still open in general, it was shown to hold for
metabelian groups of finite Pru¨fer rank [1] (recall that a group is said to be
of finite Pru¨fer rank if there is an upper bound on the number of generators
of the finitely generated subgroups).
3. Metabelian groups of finite Pru¨fer rank
Let Q be a finitely generated abelian group acting on an abelian group A
which is finitely generated as a ZQ-module. If a group H acts on both Q
and A we say that the actions are compatible if
(aq)h = (ah)q
h
for any a ∈ A, q ∈ Q, h ∈ H. Note that there is an induced action of H on
the valuation sphere such that for h ∈ H, [υh] is given by
υh(q) := υ(qh
−1
).
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If the actions of H and Q on A are compatible then ΣcA(Q) is H-invariant
(see [17, 3.4]).
Lemma 3.1. Let 1 → A→ G→ Q→ 1 be a short exact sequence of groups
with G finitely generated and A and Q abelian. Let H be a finite group acting
on G such that A is H-invariant. Suppose A is n-tame as a ZQ-module,
where Q acts on A by conjugation and d is a positive integer such that
d|H| ≤ n.
Then A0 = CA(H) is a finitely generated and d-tame ZCQ(H)-module.
Proof. Let Q0 = CQ(H). The finite group H acts compatibly on A and Q
and we can apply [17, Lemma 3.5] to see that there is a subgroup Q1 of Q
such that Q˜ = Q0 ×Q1 is a subgroup of finite index in Q and
(1)
∑
t∈H
t acts trivially on Q1.
To prove that A0 is a finitely generated d-tame ZQ0-module it suffices to
show that A is a finitely generated d-tame ZQ0-module, as ZQ0 is Noetherian
and furthermore d-tameness is preserved by submodules [5, Lemma 1.1].
We show first that A is finitely generated as a ZQ0-module and by Corollary
[6, Cor. 4.5] this is equivalent to the following: for every non-zero character
χ : Q˜ → R such that χ(Q0) = 0 we have that [χ] ∈ ΣA(Q˜). Assume now
that for some χ as above we have that [χ] /∈ ΣA(Q˜). Then using (1)∑
t∈H
[χt] = 0 and [χt] ∈ ΣcA(Q˜),
so A is not |H|-tame, contradicting the hypothesis that A is n-tame as a
ZQ-module and therefore is also n-tame as a ZQ˜-module.
Suppose that A is not d-tame as a ZQ0-module. Then there are elements
[χ1], . . . , [χd] ∈ ΣcA0(Q0) such that
∑
1≤i≤d χi = 0. By [17, Lemma 3.3] there
are homomorphisms µi : Q1 → R such that [χi +µi] ∈ ΣcA(Q˜). Using (1) we
obtain that ∑
t∈H
µti = 0 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Hence ∑
1≤i≤d
∑
t∈H
(χti + µ
t
i) =
∑
1≤i≤d
∑
t∈H
χti = (
∑
i
χi)|H| = 0.
Thus we have d|H| characters {χti+µti}1≤i≤d,t∈H summing to 0 and [χti+µti] ∈
ΣcA(Q˜), contradicting the fact that A is n-tame as a ZQ˜-module and that
d|H| ≤ n. Hence A is d-tame as a ZQ0-module, proving the claim. !
Let 1 → A→ G→ Q→ 1 be a short exact sequence of groups with G finitely
generated and A and Q abelian. Consider the following two conditions:
(i) G has finite Pru¨fer rank and A = G′;
(ii) G = Q"A.
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Proposition 3.2. Assume G satisfies either i) or ii) above and that A is
n-tame as a ZQ-module. Let H be a finite group acting on G such that in
case ii) A and Q are H-invariant and let d be a positive integer with
d|H| ≤ n.
Then CA(H) is a finitely generated d-tame Z[CG(H)/CA(H)]-module.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, A0 = CA(H) is d-tame as a ZCQ(H)-module. In
the finite Pru¨fer rank case it suffices to take into account that by [17,
Lemma 3.10] the index |CQ(H) : ACG(H)| is finite, so A0 is also d-tame
as a Z[CG(H)/CA(H)]-module.
Assume now that G = Q" A. Then CG(H) = CQ(H)" A0 so the result
also follows. !
For a real number r denote by !r" the integral part of r. This is the unique
integer !r" such that r − !r" ∈ [0, 1).
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a metabelian group of type FPn with finite Pru¨fer
rank. Let H be a finite group acting on G. Then CG(H) is of type FPd for
d = ! n|H|".
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that the FPm-Conjecture
holds for metabelian groups of finite Pru¨fer rank [1]. !
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a soluble-by-finite group of finite Pru¨fer rank.
Then there is a bound on the orders of the finite subgroups of G. Further-
more, G has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups.
Proof. Let G be a soluble group of finite Pru¨fer rank. Then it is minimax;
see for example [21, Exercise 14.1.4]. The proof of [20, Theorem 10.33]
implies that G has a bound on the orders of its finite subgroups. Hence the
argument of [17, Theorem 2.4] can be applied implying that G has finitely
many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. !
The above results give a lower bound for the Bredon-type of metabelian
groups. This bound turns out to be the best possible as the examples in the
next sections show.
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a metabelian-by-finite group of finite Pru¨fer rank
of type FPn. Then G is of type Bredon FPd for d = !ns ", where s denotes
the upper bound on the orders of the finite subgroups of G.
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.3, Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 1.1. !
4. Examples of virtually metabelian groups
4.1. An example of prime characteristic. In this section we construct
examples of metabelian groups G = A # Q where Q is free abelian of fi-
nite rank and A an infinite abelian p-group, which show that the bound in
Corollary 3.3 can be sharp. More precisely, for a certain integer n, these
groups are of type FPn but admit an action of a finite cyclic group H0 such
that CG(H0) is not of type FPd+1 for d = ! n|H0|".
Let Fp be the field with p elements and Fp ⊂ k be a finite field extension of
degree m; k is a field with pm elements. Then the Galois group Gal(k | Fp)
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is a cyclic group generated by the Mo¨bius map σ sending an element to its
pth power. By [18, Ch. VIII, Sec. 12, Thm. 20] there is an element a ∈ k
such that the set {σj(a)}0≤j≤m−1 is linearly independent over Fp. Hence
k = Fp(a). Note that
(2) b = tr(a) =
∑
0≤j≤m−1
σj(a) ∈ Fp ! {0}.
By multiplying a with a non-zero element of Fp we can assume that b = 1.
Define the set
{a1 = a, ai+1 = σ(ai) + a}i∈N.
Lemma 4.1. The set {aj}1≤j≤mp contains mp different elements and am =
1, apm = 0.
Proof. Note that am = b = 1 and so am+i = ai + 1 for every i. Then
apm = am + (p − 1) = 1 + (p − 1) = 0. Furthermore a1 = a, a2, . . . , am = 1
are linearly independent over Fp and thus
{aj}1≤j≤mp = ∪1≤i≤m{ai + Fp}
contains mp different elements. !
Define A to be the localization k[x1, 1/(x1 + aj)]1≤j≤mp of the polynomial
ring k[x1]. Let H be a cyclic group of order pm with a generator µ acting
on the field k(x1) in the following way : the restriction of µ to the field k is
the Mo¨bius map σ, and µ(x1) = x1+a. Thus µi(x1) = x1+ai. In particular
µm(x1) = x1 + 1 and by Lemma 4.1 µ has order pm. Moreover we get an
induced action of H on A.
Consider the split extension G = A # Q, where Q is a free abelian group
with generators q1, . . . , qpm and qi acts on A by conjugation as multiplication
with x1 + ai. The generator µ of the cyclic group H acts on Q by sending
qi to qi+1, where qpm+1 = q1. This, together with the above action of H on
A induces an action of H on G.
Lemma 4.2. The ZQ-module A is (pm)-tame but not (pm+1)-tame. Hence
G is of type FPpm but not of type FPpm+1.
Proof. Note first that A is a cyclic ZQ-module, where Q acts via conjugation.
So A is a quotient ring of ZQ and the embedding of Q in ZQ induces an
embedding of Q in A.
Let χ : Q → R be a non-zero character such that [χ] ∈ ΣcA(Q). Then
by [3, Thm. 8.1] and the fact that A is a cyclic ZQ-module there is a real
valuation v : A → R ∪ {∞} such that the restriction of v to Q extends χ.
Since k is finite v(k ! 0) = 0 and so if v has a positive value on one of the
elements of the basis Y = {x1 + aj}1≤j≤pm of Q as embedded in A, then v
has zero value on all other elements of the same basis.
If v has a negative value on one of the elements of Y then the v-value on
all elements of Y is the same. Thus ΣcA(Q) has exactly pm + 1 points, A is
(pm)-tame but is not (pm + 1)-tame as a ZQ-module.
Finally note that the FPn-Conjecture for metabelian groups holds for
groups which are extensions of A by Q, where Q is a finitely generated
abelian group and A is a finitely generated ZQ-module of Krull dimension
1 and of finite exponent as an additive group [11, Cor. C]. !
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Define H0 to be the subgroup of H generated by µd for some positive divisor
d of m. Thus [H : H0] = d. We want to study the centralizer CG(H0) of H0
in G. Note that CG(H0) = CA(H0)#CQ(H0). We write A0 for CA(H0) and
Q0 for CQ(H0) and consider A0 as a ZQ0-module via conjugation. Note that
A0 &= 0 since
∏
h∈H h(x1) is an element of A0 and a non-zero polynomial of
degree pm. Since the generator µ of H cyclicly permutes the basis q1, . . . , qpm
of Q, Q0 is a free abelian group of rank d.
Lemma 4.3. The ZQ0-module A0 is not (d + 1)-tame.
Proof. Let T0 be the image of Q0 under the embedding of Q in A. Then
there is no bound on the degree, as polynomials in the variable x1, of the
elements of T0
∏
h∈H h(x1) and T0
∏
h∈H h(x1) ⊆ A0. In particular A0 is not
finite dimensional.
Suppose now that A0 is (d+1)-tame as a ZQ0-module. Note that by Propo-
sition 3.2 A0 is finitely generated as a ZQ0-module. Since d is the rank of
Q0 we get that A0 is ∞-tame as a ZQ0-module. Then the main result of [4]
implies that for all s the tensor powers ⊗sA0 are finitely generated as ZQ0-
modules with diagonal Q0-action. Hence they are also finitely generated as
FpQ0-modules. In particular, the Krull dimension of ⊗sA0 is at most the
Krull dimension of FpQ0, which is the rank of Q0. On the other hand the
Krull dimension of ⊗sA0 is at least s times the Krull dimension of A0 [8,
Lemma 1] and the Krull dimension of A0 is not zero since A0 is infinite
dimensional. Thus s cannot be arbitrarily large, giving a contradiction.
!
Corollary 4.4. The group CG(H0) is of type FPd but not of type FPd+1.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.3 A0 is d-tame but not (d + 1)-
tame as a ZQ0-module. The claim now follows from the fact that the FPm-
Conjecture for metabelian groups holds for groups which are extensions of
A0 by Q0, where Q0 is a finitely generated abelian group and A0 is a finitely
generated ZQ0-module of Krull dimension 1 and of finite exponent as an
additive group [11, Cor. C]. !
4.2. An example of finite Pru¨fer rank. The group A constructed in the
previous section was of infinite Pru¨fer rank. We construct examples similar
to the above, but now A will be a torsion free group of finite Pru¨fer rank.
Moreover, the finite group H0 acting on G will be a subgroup of the Galois
group of a finite extension of Q. Note also that any finite group is a subgroup
of some symmetric group and any symmetric group is the Galois group of
some extension of Q.
Let K : Q be a Galois extension with Galois group H. Choose a primitive
element ζ with minimal polynomial f(x), note that ζ can chosen to be
integral over Z so we may assume f(x) ∈ Z[x]. Let OK be the integral
closure of Z in K and dK its discriminant.
By [13, Lemma 4.1] there are infinitely many primes q for which there
exists some integer kq with q|f(kq) so we may take q, k := kq such that
q|f(k), q $ |OK/Z[ζ]| and q $ dK .
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By Dedekind’s Theorem the last condition implies that q is not ramified in
OK . Moreover, the extension K : Q is Galois and therefore
qOK = I1 . . . It0
for distinct prime ideals Ii which form a single H-orbit. In particular,
OK/qOK is a product of fields. Put I = I1. Then for any i
δ = [OK/I : Fq] = [OK/Ii : Fq],
and n = [K : Q] = δt0.
The condition q $ |OK/Z[ζ]| implies
OK/qOK ∼= Z[ζ]/qZ[ζ] = Z[x]/(q, f(x)) = Fq[x]/(f¯(x)).
As x− k¯ | f¯(x) in Fq[x], we deduce that δ = 1. Therefore n = t0 and
qOK =
∏
t∈H
It
with I "OK prime and the It are all distinct.
Let r be the ideal class number of the Dedekind domain OK . Then
Ir = αOK
for some α ∈ OK .
Take any natural prime number p &= q. Then
pOK = Js1 . . . J
s
t
where the Ji are prime ideals which form a single H-orbit.
Now, let Q = 〈qt〉t∈H be free abelian of rank n = |H| and let
A = OK [αt/p, p/αt]t∈H .
Let each qt act on A by multiplication by αt/p. The group H acts on Q by
qt1t = qtt1 , where t, t1 ∈ H. The group H also acts on K, and A is invariant
under this action. Moreover the actions of Q and H on A are compatible so
this gives an action of H on the group G := Q"A.
Proposition 4.5. The group G is of type FPn and not of type FPn+1 .
Proof. Consider the homomorphism of groups
τ : Q→ A
given by τ(qh) = αh/p. This map can be extended to an epimorphism
τ : OKQ→ A,
where OKQ is the group algebra of Q with coefficients in OK . As A is
a domain, A ∼= OKQ/P for some prime ideal P # OKQ. Note also that
P ∩ OK = 0. Thus, by [6, 2.4] with R = OK , the set ΣcA(Q) is finite and
discrete. Therefore [6, 2.2 and 2.1] imply that
ΣcA(Q) = {[υ ◦ τ ] : υ ◦ τ &= 0}
where υ : K → Z∞ is a discrete valuation of K. Note that any real val-
uation of Z is non-negative υ(OK) ≥ 0. The discrete valuations of K, up
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to multiplication with a positive real number, are the P -adic valuations υP
where P "OK is a prime ideal. The valuation υP is given by
υP (a) = m
such that
aOK = PmM
where M is a fractionary ideal such that P does not appear in its decompo-
sition in primes. Note that for x ∈ H
(αx/p)OK = (Ix)r(pOK)−1
and therefore for h, x ∈ H
υIh(α
x/p) =
{
r if x = h
0 otherwise.
Also, for any prime ideal J of OK with J |pOK there is some s0 > 0 with
υJ(αx/p) = −s0.
Therefore ΣcA(Q) has exactly (n+1) points and the ZQ-module A is n-tame
but not n+1-tame. By [1] the FPm-Conjecture holds for metabelian groups
of finite Pru¨fer rank, so the group G is of type FPn but not FPn+1. !
Now let H0 ≤ H be a subgroup of index d. Note that H0 acts on G and
d|H0| = n.
Moreover CG(H0) = Q0 " A0 with Q0 = CQ(H0) and A0 = CA(H0). The
group Q0 is free abelian of rank d with basis
{sx :=
∏
t∈H0
qxt : x ∈ H/H0}.
Proposition 4.6. The group CG(H0) is of type FPd but not of type FPd+1.
Proof. Note first that Lemma 3.2 and the fact that the FPm-Conjecture for
groups of finite Pru¨fer rank holds, see [1], imply that CG(H0) is of type FPd.
In particular A0 is a finitely generated ZQ0-module.
Suppose that CG(H0) is of type FPd+1. Since the FPm-Conjecture holds
for groups of finite Pru¨fer rank, we deduce that A0 is (d + 1)-tame as a
ZQ0-module: every d + 1 elements of ΣcA0(Q0) lie in an open hemisphere.
Since d + 1 > rk(Q0) we get that A0 is ∞-tame as a ZQ0-module.
Let χ : Q→ R be a non-zero homomorphism with χ(Q0) &= 0. We claim:
(3) If [χ] ∈ ΣcA(Q) then [χ |Q0 ] ∈ ΣcA0(Q0).
Indeed, A is a cyclic OKQ-module. So A 4 OKQ/I for I = annOKQ(A).
Since [χ] ∈ ΣcA(Q) and OK is finitely generated as a Z-module one sees
that A is not finitely generated as a OKQχ-module. Then by applying [3,
Thm. 8.1], χ lifts to a real valuation v : A → R ∪∞ such that v(OK) ≥ 0.
The restriction
w = (v |A0) : A0 → R ∪∞
has the following property: w(aq) = w(a) + χ(q) for every a ∈ A0, q ∈ Q0.
This shows that, provided w(A0) &= ∞, A0 is not finitely generated as OKQχ-
module and consequently [χ |Q0 ] ∈ ΣcA0(Q0). Note that v−1(∞) is a prime
ideal in A and that A has Krull dimension 1. Thus v−1(∞) = 0.
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Finally, since A0 is an ∞-tame ZQ0-module, (3) implies that ΣcA(Q) lies in
a closed half subsphere of S(Q). This contradicts the description of ΣcA(Q)
in the proof of Lemma 4.5. !
5. Soluble groups of finite Pru¨fer rank
In this section we shall consider soluble groups of finite Pru¨fer rank of type
FPn and cohomological finiteness conditions for centralisers of finite sub-
groups. Soluble groups G of finite Pru¨fer rank are nilpotent-by-abelian-by-
finite, which follows from the proof of [20, Theorem 10.38]. Then G has a
subgroup of finite index G1 that is characteristic and is nilpotent-by-abelian.
For such a group G there is a group extension:
(4) N $ G% Q
where N is the commutator of G1, N is nilpotent and Q is abelian-by-finite.
For soluble groups of finite Pru¨fer rank there is as of now no result like
Theorem 3.5. We have, however, some partial results which suggest a general
conjecture for Bredon type FPm:
Conjecture 5.1. Let G be a soluble group of finite Pru¨fer rank and of type
FPn. Then G is of type Bredon-FPm for m = ! nsc", where s is the bound on
the orders of the finite subgroups of G and c is the nilpotency class of N in
(4) above.
Note that by Proposition 3.4, G has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite
subgroups. Therefore Theorem 1.1 implies that G is of type Bredon-FPm if
and only if the centralizer in G of any finite group of automorphisms of G is
of type FPm. The FPm property is invariant under finite group extensions
and finite index subgroups. In particular, let M1 ≤M2 be groups such that
M1 has finite index in M2. Then M1 is of type FPm if and only if M2 is
of type FPm. It therefore suffices to show that the centralizer in G1 of any
finite group H of automorphisms of G is of type FPm. Thus without loss of
generality we can assume that G = G1. Hence from now on let Q be abelian,
G be nilpotent-by-abelian and let H be a finite group of automorphisms of
G. Note that we may also assume that m ≥ 1 in the above conjecture.
Otherwise there is nothing to prove. Thus we can suppose that
(5) n ≥ cs.
We denote by A = N/N ′ the abelianization of N . We shall make use of the
following result by A˚berg:
Proposition 5.2. [1, IV.2.2] Let G be a soluble group of finite Pru¨fer rank
of type FPn . Then A is an n-tame ZQ-module.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a nilpotent-by-abelian group of finite Pru¨fer rank and
of type FPn. Let H be a finite group acting on G. Let N be as in (4) above.
Then A = N/N ′ is finitely generated and ! n|H|"-tame as a CG(H)/CN (H)-
module.
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Proof. As G is of type FPn and of finite Pru¨fer rank, A is n-tame as a Q-
module by [1, Proposition IV 2.2] . Using a similar argument to Lemma 3.1,
we deduce that A is finitely generated and ! n|H|"-tame as a C/N -module,
where C/N = CQ(H). Moreover, the index |C : CG(H)N | is finite [17,
Proposition 3.11] (note that although the groups considered in [17] are of
type FP∞, in this result the group only has to be finitely generated and of
finite Pru¨fer rank). !
For a group M denote by γi(M) the i-th term of the lower central series of
M .
Theorem 5.4. Let G be a nilpotent-by-abelian group of finite Pru¨fer rank,
of type FPn and let H be a finite group of order s acting on G such that (5)
holds. Let N be as in (4) above. Then D = ⊕iγi(CN (H))/γi+1(CN (H)) is
finitely generated and ! nsc"-tame as a CG(H)/CN (H)-module, where c is the
nilpotency class of N .
Proof. Let Q0 = CG(H)/CN (H) and let d = !ns ". By Lemma 5.3 A = N/N ′
is d-tame as a Q0-module. By (5) d ≥ c and hence for i ≤ c we have that
γi(N)/γi+1(N) is finitely generated as a ZQ0-module, as it is a quotient of
the finitely generated ZQ0-module ⊗iA.
Let B be any abelian subsection of N that is invariant under the action
of Q0 and let Ai be the i-th factor of the lower central series of N . Then
B has a series of ZQ0-modules with factors B1, ..., Bc such that each Bi
is a subsection of Ai and Ai is a subsection of ⊗iA. Then all Ai and Bi
are finitely generated as ZQ0-modules and so B is finitely generated as a
ZQ0-module. By [6, Lemma 1.1]
ΣcB(Q0) =
c⋃
i=1
ΣcBi(Q0),
and for i ≤ c
ΣcBi(Q0) ⊆ Σc⊗iA(Q0) ⊆ conv≤iΣcA(Q0) ⊆ conv≤cΣcA(Q0).
Therefore
ΣcB(Q0) ⊆ conv≤cΣcA(Q0).
Now apply this for B = γi(CN (H))/γi+1(CN (H)). Then γi(CN (H))/γi+1(CN (H))
is finitely generated as a ZQ0-module and using [6, Lemma 1.1] again
ΣcD(Q0) = ∪iΣcγi(CN (H))/γi+1(CN (H))(Q0) ⊆ conv≤cΣcA(Q0).
Therefore if 0 /∈ conv≤dΣcA(Q0) then also 0 /∈ conv≤ dcΣ
c
D(Q0) and D is
!dc "-tame as a ZQ0-module. !
Corollary 5.5. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-abelian group of
finite Pru¨fer rank. Let N be nilpotent of class c as in (4) and assume that G
has type FPn for some n ≥ c. Then ⊕iγi(N)/γi+1(N) is finitely generated
and !nc "-tame as a ZQ-module.
Proof. Take H = {1} in Theorem 5.4. !
The following result together with the remarks after Conjecture 5.1 show
that Conjecture 5.1 holds for m = 1.
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Corollary 5.6. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-abelian group of
finite Pru¨fer rank. Let N be nilpotent of class c as in (4) with Q abelian.
Let H be a finite group of order s acting on G. Assume also that G is of
type FPn such that ncs ≥ 1. Then CG(H) is finitely generated.
Proof. Since N is a nilpotent group it suffices to show that
B = (CG(H) ∩N)/(CG(H) ∩N)′
is finitely generated as a Q0-module, where Q0 = CG(H)/CN (H). This
follows directly from the fact that D from Theorem 5.4 is finitely generated
as a ZQ0-module.
!
In contrast to the metabelian case there is no criterion for finite presentabil-
ity of nilpotent-by-abelian groups. There are, however, results giving suf-
ficient conditions implying finite presentability and hence type FP2. The
following results are some of these sufficient conditions.
Proposition 5.7. [10, Cor. C] Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-
abelian group with normal nilpotent subgroup N of nilpotency length c with
G/N abelian. Suppose N/N ′ is (c + 1)-tame as a G/N -module. Then G is
finitely presented.
Proposition 5.8. [10, Thm. B] Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-
abelian group with normal nilpotent subgroup N of nilpotency length c with
Q = G/N abelian. Suppose that γi(N)/γi+1(N) is a finitely generated ZQ-
module and that ΣcN/N ′(Q) ∩ −Σcγi(N)/γi+1(N)(Q) = ∅ for every 1 ≤ i ≤ c.
Then G is finitely presented.
The following result together with the remarks after Conjecture 5.1 shows
that Conjecture 5.1 holds for m = 2.
Corollary 5.9. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-abelian group of
finite Pru¨fer rank. Let N be nilpotent of class c as in (4) with Q abelian.
Let H be a finite group of order s acting on G. Assume also that G is of
type FPn such that ncs ≥ 2. Then CG(H) is finitely presented. In particular,
CG(H) is of type FP2.
Proof. By Corollary 5.6 CG(H) is finitely generated. By Theorem 5.4 D =
⊕iγi(CN (H))/γi+1(CN (H)) is ! nsc"-tame as a CG(H)/CN (H)-module, in
particular is 2-tame as a CG(H)/CN (H)-module. Then by Proposition 5.8
CG(H) is finitely presented. !
Theorem 5.4, its corollaries and Groves’ results now lead us to make the
following conjecture:
Conjecture 5.10. Let G be a finitely generated nilpotent-by-abelian group.
Let N be nilpotent as in (4) with Q abelian and suppose that the direct sum of
all factors in the lower central series of N is finitely generated and m-tame
as a G/N -modules. Then G is of type FPm .
This conjecture obviously implies Conjecture 5.1. Just combine Proposition
3.4, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6 with Theorem 1.1.
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Also note that Conjecture 5.10 is also true if the Hirsch length h(G/N) ≤
m− 1. For in this case a result by H. Meinert [19] implies that G is of type
FP∞ . Furthermore, by [17, Theorem 3.13] centralisers of finite subgroups
in soluble groups of type FP∞ are also of type FP∞ .
The sufficient conditions for finite presentability of G given in Proposition
5.7 show that even in the case when m = 2 and N is nilpotent of class 2 the
converse of Conjecture 5.10 is not true. Indeed if A = N/N ′ is 3-tame then
G is finitely presented but if N ′ = A ∧A then N ′ does not need be 2-tame.
Actually if A is 4-tame then N ′ is 2-tame but in general this does not hold
if A is only 3-tame.
It is a well known fact, see [2, Proposition 5.3], that for nilpotent-by-abelian
groups of type FPm the group Ht(N,Z) is finitely generated for all 1 ≤
t ≤ m. Here we show that this condition holds under the assumptions of
Conjecture 5.10.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that G is a nilpotent-by-abelian group with de-
rived subgroup N of nilpotency class c, Q = G/N abelian and assume that
D = ⊕iγi(N)/γi+1(N) is finitely generated and n-tame as a ZQ-module and
n ≥ c. Then Ht(N,Z) is finitely generated and !nt "-tame as a ZQ-module
for 1 ≤ t ≤ n.
Proof. Denote by Ai the i-th factor in the lower central series of N . The
proof of the proposition depends on the structure of Hj(Ai,Z). For any
torsion-free abelian group A there is a natural isomorphism Hj(A,Z) 4 ∧jA
[9, Ch. V, Thm. 6.4]. The situation turns a bit more complicated when A
has torsion. By the proof of [12, Thm. C] if Q is a finitely generated abelian
group and A is a finitely generated ZQ-module then Hi(A,Z) has a finite
filtration with factors isomorphic to ZQ-subsections of, possibly different,
tensor powers of A, where the action of Q is the diagonal one. Inspection of
the proof of [12, Thm. C] shows that the tensor powers are of type ⊗jA for
j ≤ i.
By repeating a Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence argument one
proves that Ht(N,Z) has a series with factors which are subsections of mod-
ules of the form
Hi1(A1,Z)⊗ . . .⊗Hic(Ac,Z)
such that i1 + i2 + . . . + ic = t. Note that every Hij (Aj ,Z) has a filtra-
tion with quotients that are subsections of ⊗sAj for some s ≤ ij . Then
Hi1(A1,Z)⊗ . . .⊗Hic(Ac,Z) has a filtration with quotients that are subsec-
tions of (⊗s1A1)⊗ (⊗s2A2)⊗ . . .⊗ (⊗scAc) for sj ≤ ij , hence these quotients
are subsections of ⊗s1+s2+...+scD for s1+s2+ . . .+sc ≤ i1+ i2+ . . .+ ic = t.
Since Ht(N,Z) has a filtration with quotients that are subsections of ⊗mD
for m ≤ t ≤ n and ⊗iD is finitely generated as a ZQ-module for i ≤ n, we
deduce that Ht(N,Z) is finitely generated as a ZQ-module for t ≤ n.
Finally [6, Lemma 1.1. and Theorem 1.3.] yield
ΣcHt(N,Z)(Q) ⊆
⋃
s≤t
Σc⊗sD(Q) ⊆⋃
s≤t
conv≤sΣcD(Q) ⊆ conv≤tΣcD(Q).
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As 0 &∈ conv≤nΣcD(Q), we deduce
0 &∈ conv≤nt ΣcHt(N,Z)(Q).
!
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